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Challenging Paper Numismatics 'Right Next Door'
AS A LIFELONG "WORLD PAPER" ENTHUSIAST,

how does it happen that I have a score or more of good
Canadian notes for every, say, Swedish, Belgian, or
Malaysian?, you reasonably might ask. The answer is overly
simple. I've haunted central banks and note dealers in all four
named countries, and in many more, but you tend to do best
where contact is most frequent and opportunity most extend-
ed. In that spirit, let me concentrate on "Canadian paper." For
you, it can be accessible but challenging; interesting and
rewarding. Further, it calls for but limited preliminary famil-
iarization.
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Canada, the present federal union, dates back a century
and a third, to July 1, 1867. The Dominion of Canada initially
represented the political union, mutually advantageous, of four
British North American entities, the colonies of Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, and the settled, southernmost portions
of what now are Quebec and Ontario. British Columbia,
which by then incorporated the Vancouver Island colony,
joined the federal union in 1871, Prince Edward Island in
1873, and Newfoundland (now, more correctly,
Newfoundland and Labrador) in 1949. Territorial boundaries
were redrawn and new provinces and territories created on
several occasions--for example, the storied Yukon Territory at
the time of the Klondike gold rush.

Canadian paper money, both government and bank
releases, much predated federal union in all areas. Notes of
Bank of Montreal, "Canada's first bank," still redeemable, date
from 1817. The more accessible material, however, came with
Confederation, and
federal note issues
and banking regu-
lations of 1870 to
1871.

For more than
75 years, an inter-
val of unprecedent-
ed growth and
development,
Canada's folding
money, let it be
clearly understood,
fell into two dis-
tinct categories.
Notes of the
Dominion of

Canada, Department of Finance, and subsequently of the gov-
ernment's central bank, the Bank of Canada, were unlimited
legal tender. Period. Dominion of Canada notes, for much of
their 1870-1934 interval, were, however, restricted to 25-cent,
$1, $2, $4, some $5, and some very high denominations. Notes
of Canada's scores of federally chartered commercial banks--
so-called "chartered bank notes"--accounted for all $10, $20,
$50, and $100 bills and for most $5s as well. Such notes were
not legal tender, strictly speaking. You could refuse to accept
one, stipulating payment in government notes or in gold.
However, with the decades, as Canada's banks of issue became
larger, fewer, and more universally known, and as note
redemption became federally guaranteed, the distinction
became academic. Acceptance, in practice, becoming all but
universal.

Canada's present-day collectors, for whatever reason,
strongly favor government and central bank issues.
Appropriate Pick volumes, in late editions, will provide a fair
overview of both aspects of Canadian paper numismatics.
Somewhat greater depth will be found in two works of
Canadian origin, Canadian Government Paper Money, for the
legal tender, and Canadian Bank Notes, for chartered bank
issues, both published by Charlton Press.

An overview of the more collectible Dominion paper may
prove both useful and instructive. We shall consider the legal
tender, both federal and central bank, and some of the later,
more accessible chartered bank releases. Dominion of Canada
note issues include 21 major varieties that would seem of dis-
tinct collector interest in that they once were broadly accessi-
ble to the Canadian public and, as type notes, should be rela-
tively collectible today. These comprise, by my reckoning,
seven $1 notes, issue-dated 1870, 1878, 1897, 1898, 1911,
1917, and 1923; six $2 notes, dated 1870, 1878, 1887, 1897,
1914, and 1923; three $4 notes, dated 1882, 1900, and 1902;
and $5 notes dated 1912 and 1924. Popular at this late date are
three issues of negotiable 25-cent "shinplasters," undersized
"Britannia" notes dated 1870, 1900, and 1923. Interesting
ranges of intentional varieties characterize most Dominion
issues. Signatures (including hand signings), seals, seal colors,
numbers, imprints, and design details are looked to by special-
ists.

Next time out, we'll highlight Canadian central bank
releases and chartered bank issues.
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